8/15/2022

Captains’ Meeting Form
Prior to the start of trial, teams must turn in one completed copy of this form to the AMTA
Representative. Participants may not view (or attempt to view) the form for any trial in which their
team does not compete. All selections are final and binding once announced.
Room Number: ________________

Round: 1

2

3

4

Plaintiff Team Number: _________

Defense Team Number: _________

The Captains’ Meeting proceeds in the following order:
1. WITNESS SELECTION. Only Plaintiff may call Ari Felder, Roy, Hubbard, and Savchenko. Only
Defense may call Koller, Heisman, and Moore. Either side may call Gelfand, Navarra, and Shahid.
The witness call order shall proceed as follows: P-D-D-P-P-D.
2. CALL ORDER. Fill in the order in which the witnesses will testify.
Plaintiff Witness Selections
Witness Name
Call #

Defense Witness Selections
Witness Name
Call #

3. PRONOUNS. Reese Campbell’s pronouns will be he/him. Plaintiff will determine the pronouns
of Morgan Felder and all side-constrained Plaintiff witnesses. Defense will determine the pronouns
of all side-constrained Defense witnesses. The pronouns of Gelfand, Navarra, and Shahid will be
determined by the side calling that witness (or by Plaintiff if that witness will not be called). Teams
shall also complete the Gender/Pronouns Form included in the case materials.
Plaintiff
Morgan Felder
Ari Felder
Aubrey Roy
Drew Hubbard
Jamie Savchenko

Pronouns Defense
Reese Campbell
Casey Koller
Kennedy Heisman
R. Moore

Pronouns Other
he/him
D.B. Gelfand

Pronouns

Mandy Navarra
Shannon Shahid

4. EXHIBITS AND DEMONSTRATIVES. AMTA amended its rules about demonstrative aids during the
summer of 2022, and teams must ensure any demonstrative aids comply with the new (and more restrictive) rules.
Teams must show any demonstrative aid within the meaning of AMTA Rule 7.20 to the other team
during the Captains’ Meeting so that any concerns may be brought to the AMTA Representatives’
attention. Failure to do so shall constitute an absolute bar to using the demonstrative in any way
during trial. Any objections based on the Special Instructions or AMTA Rules must be raised during
the Captains’ Meeting and may not be raised or renewed during trial. Objections based on the
Midlands Rules of Evidence, however, may and must be made at trial.

